
but there is
Chronic pain can be a curse,

RELIEF 

of Americans live with some 
form of chronic or severe pain1

30%

The medical establishment knows that:

It doesn’t have to be this way

likelihood of veterans dying 
from accidental overdose of 
painkillers versus non-veterans4

2x

higher suicide rate for veterans 
compared to other U.S. Adults

21%

likelihood that patients with chronic 
pain will attempt suicide compared to 
those without chronic pain32x

Interferential Therapy
effectively uses high frequency signals that reach deep 
into tissue to alleviate pain at the source and excite the 
body’s natural pain reducing mechanisms

Neuromuscular Electrical Stimulation 
(NMES)
elicits muscle contraction via electrical impulses that reduces 
spasms and increases circulation to aid in mobility and healing

>

More people live with chronic pain 
than cancer, heart disease and 

diabetes combined2  

Introducing the RS-4i® Plus for
Musculoskeletal Pain

Interferential Therapy + NMES
With its patent-pending Intersperse® technology, 
the RS Medical RS-4i® Plus Sequential Stimulator 
enables alternating Interferential Therapy and 

NMES in a single session—at home

Wearable Garments
Wearable garments simplify pad 

placements for large, hard to reach areas 
on the mid, upper, and lower back

After using the RS-4i Plus for 21–30 
days, over 7187 Veterans (patients) 

surveyed reported peace of mind and 
proven results:5

Reduced medication 
dosage/amount

11%

Take medication 
less often

12%

Take fewer medications

3%

No longer need 
prescription medication

4%

Surveys also tracked patients’ pain
medication changes5

Get alternating pain relief and 
muscle rehabilitation in one, 

pre-programmed or customized 
self-administered treatment

The RS Medical RS-4i Plus provides 
proven, long-lasting relief from the 

constant battle with pain
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overall reduction 
in level of pain 
on a scale of 

0 to 10

46%

reduction in 
pain interfering 

with sleep

35%
reduction in pain 
interfering with 
usual activity

33%

reduction in pain 
affecting mood

35%
reduction in 

muscle spasms 
interfering with 

activity

36%

Learn more

https://www.rsmedical.com/rs-4iplus/

